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with orthogonal coiled coil
peptides as fusogens: the efficacy of roleplaying
peptides†

Geert A. Daudey, ‡a Mengjie Shen,a Ankush Singhal, a Patrick van der Est,a

G. J. Agur Sevink, a Aimee L. Boyle b and Alexander Kros *a

Biological membrane fusion is a highly specific and coordinated process as a multitude of vesicular fusion

events proceed simultaneously in a complex environment with minimal off-target delivery. In this study, we

develop a liposomal fusionmodel systemwith specific recognition using lipidated derivatives of a set of four

de novo designed heterodimeric coiled coil (CC) peptide pairs. Content mixing was only obtained between

liposomes functionalized with complementary peptides, demonstrating both fusogenic activity of CC

peptides and the specificity of this model system. The diverse peptide fusogens revealed important

relationships between the fusogenic efficacy and the peptide characteristics. The fusion efficiency

increased from 20% to 70% as affinity between complementary peptides decreased, (from KF z 108 to

104 M�1), and fusion efficiency also increased due to more pronounced asymmetric role-playing of

membrane interacting ‘K’ peptides and homodimer-forming ‘E’ peptides. Furthermore, a new and highly

fusogenic CC pair (E3/P1K) was discovered, providing an orthogonal peptide triad with the fusogenic CC

pairs P2E/P2K and P3E/P3K. This E3/P1k pair was revealed, via molecular dynamics simulations, to have

a shifted heptad repeat that can accommodate mismatched asparagine residues. These results will have

broad implications not only for the fundamental understanding of CC design and how asparagine

residues can be accommodated within the hydrophobic core, but also for drug delivery systems by

revealing the necessary interplay of efficient peptide fusogens and enabling the targeted delivery of

different carrier vesicles at various peptide-functionalized locations.
Introduction

Membrane fusion is key for cellular survival as it facilitates the
formation and downstream processing of transporter vesicles,
intracellular endosomes and extracellular synaptic vesicles.1

The fusion of membranes is largely governed by SNARE
proteins, a protein family identied by a well conserved tetra-
meric coiled coil (CC) motif with 60–70 amino acids per a-
helix.2–4 SNARE proteins full a multifaceted role in the fusion
mechanism; they signal the position where fusion should occur
and they provide (part of) the necessary force to overcome
multiple energy barriers of merging initially stable
membranes.5 Besides the study of the role of SNARE proteins in
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the natural fusion process, a variety of simpler synthetic fus-
ogens have been developed to mediate membrane fusion. Such
fusogens are based on DNA,6–12 PNA,13–15 peptides,16–21 or small
molecules.22–28 These model systems rely on strong binding
interactions between the membrane tethered molecules,
forcing opposing liposomes into close proximity with concom-
itant fusion. Our previous efforts in this eld yielded peptide-
based fusogens, the heterodimeric CC pair E3 and K3 (with
the amino acid sequences (EIAALEK)3 and (KIAALKE)3 respec-
tively). The peptides were functionalized with a poly-
ethyleneglycol (PEG) based spacer and a lipid anchor for
membrane immobilization. Previously, we found that the effi-
ciency of these fusogens strongly depends on the concerted
inuences of membrane anchor type,29 PEG-spacer length,30

and peptide length and orientation,31–34 with cholesterol–PEG4–

E4/K4 being very efficient both in vitro (fusion of liposomes with
GUVs) and in vivo (liposome–cell fusion).35–38 We identied
dened, separate roles of E3 and K3 which are crucial for effi-
cient fusion; Peptide K3 promotes the formation of lipid
protrusions by spontaneous membrane insertion, while peptide
E3 acts as a handle to enable the docking of opposing
liposomes.39–43
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Most model systems, including ours, are based on a single
complementary recognition unit,44 and are thus only a limited
mimic of the targeted specicity of the SNARE protein family.
Therefore, one of the remaining challenges in the eld of arti-
cial membrane fusion is to mimic the specicity of biological
fusion processes. Specic recognition and fusion of liposomes
has been demonstrated using DNA- and PNA-based fus-
ogens.12,13 However, these systems only showed efficient fusion
at 50 �C, making this approach impractical for biological
applications.

In recent years, several sets of orthogonal CC peptides have
been developed.45–53 We hypothesized that specic recognition
in a liposomal fusion assay could be achieved using such
orthogonal CC peptides as fusogens. We selected a set of
orthogonal CC peptides that fullled our desired criteria,
namely that the peptides should be highly selective for their
designed partner, the Tm of the heterodimer should be above
37 �C in order for this system to be suitable for biological
applications, and the peptides should not be derived from
natural peptides or proteins, to minimize any potential cross-
talk if this system is applied in vitro or in vivo. We characterized
the peptides and assessed their ability to facilitate liposomal
fusion using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy,
uorescence-based quantitative content mixing assays and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Through analyzing this
set of orthogonal fusogenic peptides we were able to illustrate
the following: (1) fusion only occurs between liposomes bearing
complementary peptides; (2) structure–fusogenic activity rela-
tionships of the CC pairs are dened by their helical propen-
sities, CC binding strengths, and membrane interactions, and;
(3) membrane tethering of (CC) peptides affects their preferred
conformations and intermolecular interactions as we demon-
strated previously for the E3/K3 pair.30,39,40 Furthermore, we
found a signicant cross-pair interaction (E3/P1K), which was
subjected to MD simulations and the resulting model analyzed
to uncover the core packing. We discovered a shied heptad
repeat register, which we hypothesize occurs to compensate for
the inclusion of two asparagine residues. Through this study,
we have also expanded the range of available CC fusogens
opening up avenues for fusion cascades and a variety of bio-
logical applications, in addition to gaining fundamental
insights into the accommodation of mismatched ‘core’ aspar-
agine residues in coiled coils.
Scheme 1 Schematic overview of orthogonal CC peptide pairs
combined with a peptide mediated liposomal fusion assay. Partner
selectivity for P-peptides is obtained by placing two Asn–Asn pairs
(black space-filling) at varying a-positions in the hydrophobic core and
unique electrostatic patterns at e and g positions (plus and minus
signs). Peptide functionalized liposomes are initially separated, and
liposomes dock and fuse due to CC formation of complementary
peptides. Used peptide sequences are described in the table, linker
structures are available in the ESI.† aThe heptad repeat starts with
position g to increase g–e0+1 interactions.
Design of the study

Several sets of orthogonal CC peptides have been reported to
date, but they must meet several requirements to be useful
candidates for a peptide-mediated fusion system. We consid-
ered only orthogonal heterodimeric peptide sets as fusogens
because fusion should only occur between transporter vesicles
and target membranes, and homomeric CC interactions would
most likely inhibit fusion due to strong homo-oligomerization
of membrane immobilized peptides.45,46 To further reduce off-
target fusion, any cross-pair interaction should have a TM
below 37 �C which eliminated sets developed by Aili47 and
Mason,48,49 although these peptides could be highly fusogenic.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Conversely, the TM of the desired CC interactions should not be
lower than 25 �C which would hamper fusion even at room
temperature, dismissing one more set published by Woolfson.50

Also, the candidate peptides should not bind to biological
targets to avoid unintended interactions, as could be the case
with the set of CC peptides derived from Leucine zipper DNA-
binding peptides published by Keating.51 Additionally, the
peptide set developed by Kennan52 was limited to only two
orthogonal peptide pairs due to the incorporation of just one
polar bridge (Asn–Asn or Asp–Arg) in the hydrophobic core to
direct selective CC formation. In 2011, these issues were
addressed, or circumvented, in the CC peptide design of Jerala,
by using a four heptad repeat with four buried Asn residues per
pair (dubbed here PnEK or PnE/PnK with n ¼ 1–4).53 Their design
choices resulted in signicant and selective CC interactions (TM
$ 37 �C) with only weak cross-pair interactions and four
potential CC pairs. In general, this makes the set of Jerala
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792 | 13783



Fig. 1 (A) CD spectra of individual peptides (black, unlabelled) and the
found six CC pairs (multicolor) in pure PBS. All other off-target
combinations are shown in light grey illustrating the absence of
significant spectral deviations. (B) Thermal unfolding curves of
designed pairs P1EK, P2EK, P3EK, and P4EK, and the found hybrid pair E3/
P1K are shown. Best fits (lines) of experimental data (dots) are obtained
using FitDis!. (C) RMSE of best fits for oligomer state n shows that the
unfolding is best described for n ¼ 2, demonstrating a heterodimeric
CC interaction for all peptide pairs. [Total peptide] ¼ 200 mM, PBS
(20 mM PO43�, 150 mM NaCl) pH 7.4, at 20 �C.
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a priori the most useful candidate to be considered as fusogens
in a partner-specic liposomal fusion model system. Functional
membrane tethered complementary recognition motifs as well
as soluble N-acetylated peptides were synthesized (Scheme 1,
Tables S1, S2, and Fig. S1–S3†). The PnEK four-heptad repeat
sequences were taken from Gradišar et al.,53 and the E3/K3

sequences were used previously in our membrane fusion
studies.30 The reported PnEK–peptide sequences have an N-
terminal Gly-Ser-Pro-Glu-Asp (GSPED) sequence which acts as
an N-terminal capping motif. Since our E3/K3 peptide fusogens
do not possess such a motif, we omitted it from the sequences
used for this study. The peptide–peptide and peptide–
membrane interactions of acetylated and lipidated peptides
were analyzed by temperature- and concentration-dependent
CD spectroscopy, revealing a signicant cross-pair CC interac-
tion between E3 and P1K. The fusogenic efficiency of all CC
peptide pairs as well as off-target combinations was investigated
using a content mixing assay. The extraordinarily fusogenic
hybrid CC pair E3/P1K is further studied in silico to understand
the structural implications of two asparagine (Asn)–isoleucine
(Ile) mismatches within the hydrophobic core. Analysis of
relationships between peptide secondary structure and amphi-
pathicity, peptide-membrane interactions and fusogenic effi-
cacy of complementary peptides provided further insight into
the mechanism of peptide mediated fusion of liposomes, with
major effects being peptide binding affinity and peptide–
membrane interactions.

Results and discussion
Characterization of peptide complex formation

The quaternary structure and related partner specicity of the
PnEK pairs and E3/K3 was probed using CD spectroscopy.54,55

Equimolar mixtures of all peptide–peptide combinations with
a nal concentration of 200 mM were measured in PBS buffer
with a pH of 7.4 and their helical content (q222 value) was
analyzed.56 The obtained spectra (Fig. 1A and S4†) show that
individual peptides adopt either random coil or a-helical
structures under these conditions, in agreement with litera-
ture.53 Spectra of peptide mixtures were compared to the aver-
aged spectra of the individual peptides and found helicity
deviations (% DH) were used to identify heteromeric peptide–
peptide interactions (Tables S3–S5†). Typical CC spectra with
minima around q222 nm and q208 nm and a % DH between 30%
and 60%, were found for the ve designed peptide pairs but also
for the hybrid pair of E3/P1K, which we will discuss later in more
detail. Only three weak cross-pair interactions were found (P1E/
K3, P3E/P1K, and E3/P3K; % DH z 15%) while all other peptide
combinations showed negligible intermolecular interactions (%
DH # 10%). These observations agree with the reported
monomeric and heterodimeric oligomer states of individual
peptides and designed pairs respectively, using size exclusion
chromatography.53

Next, thermal unfolding curves of the six CC peptide pairs:
PnE/K, E3/K3, and E3/P1K, were recorded at various equimolar
concentrations (Fig. 1B, C, S5, and Table S6†). The obtained
data was analyzed by the Matlab package FitDis!57 which
13784 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792
quanties peptide complex formation by tting both oligomer
state and thermodynamics of folding to concentration-depen-
dent thermal unfolding curves. This yielded the thermody-
namic parameters shown in Table 1. The tting procedure
demonstrated the heterodimeric binding mode of all CC
peptide pairs, because the root mean square error (RMSE) of
best ts showed a minimum at y1 + y2 ¼ 2 in all cases. Although
all PnEK pairs share similar designs and heterodimeric binding
modes, CC interactions differ vastly in terms of thermodynamic
parameters. The strongest interaction at 200 mM was found for
the P1EK peptide pair, with a TM of 63 �C and a KF of 7.6 � 107

M�1. CC pairs P2EK and P3EK have comparable temperature
stabilities and affinities (TM z 50 �C, KF z 1.5 � 106 M�1) and
are one order of magnitude weaker compared to P1EK. As ex-
pected, the P4EK pair showed the weakest interaction of the
designed CC pairs and unfolded at 37 �C (KF ¼ 1.3 � 105 M�1).
The folding constant of the newly discovered hybrid peptide
pair E3/P1K, 2.3 � 104 M�1, is even three orders of magnitude
lower than the value found for the strongest pair 1E/1K.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Thermodynamic parameters at 25 �C for PnEK, E3/P1K and E3/K3 CC pairs1

CC pair DG25, kJ mol�1 DH25, kJ mol�1 DS25, J mol�1 K�1 KF, M
�1

P1EK 45.0 � 2.6 145 � 23 336 � 72 7.6 � 4 � 107

P2EK 35.5 � 1.8 116 � 9.3 269 � 27 1.7 � 0.2 � 106

P3EK 35.0 � 1.8 132 � 11 325 � 33 1.4 � 0.2 � 106

P4EK 29.1 � 1.5 144 � 10 387 � 29 1.3 � 0.1 � 105

E3/P1K 24.9 � 1.2 112 � 5.7 292 � 15 2.3 � 0.1 � 104

E3/K3
a 41.4 89.7 162 1.8 � 107

a Data taken from Rabe et al.57 Errors obtained by FitDis!, and a 5% deviation in peptide concentration.

Fig. 2 Results of MD simulations of the hybrid CC pair E3/P1K. (A)
Helical wheels of the second heptad illustrate designed and found CC
conformations of E3/P1K. (B) Average number of established H-bonds
between Asn-residues andwatermolecules for parallel and antiparallel
CC conformations. (C) The N-to-C terminal view of the CC formation
with a, d, e, g positions visualized. (D) CC side-views showing knobs-
into-holes packing and Lys–Glu hydrogen-bonding. Colour guide: Leu
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Comparison of Pn pairs with E3/K3 showed similar binding
strengths for P1EK and E3/K3 (KF ¼ 1.8 � 107 M�1). Since both
pairs have equal charge patterns, destabilization of the hydro-
phobic core of P1EK by two a–a0 Asn pairings is balanced by an
additional heptad repeat. Secondly, omission of Jerala's helix
stabilizing SPED-G modications at peptide termini did not
inuence partner-specicity but had a particular effect on the
helicity and TM of P1EK (% DHz �10; DTM z �20 �C) and P3EK
(% DHz +10; DTM z +10 �C).53 It is surprising that omission of
a helix stabilizing N-terminal SPED sequence can have opposite
effects on the stability of different CC pairs, depending on the
sequence. The counterintuitive positive DTM found for P3EK can
only be explained by the sequence, since all other parameters
are the same. The N-termini of P3EK differ from the N-termini of
the other pairs; the rst a-position residues are not the usual Ile
but buried polar Asn instead. The omission of the charged SPED
tetrapeptide could result in a stronger Asn–Asn hydrogen
bonding, enhancing the CC interaction. Conversely, the known
tendency of highly charged amphiphilic peptides to fray at
chain ends is reduced by the addition of the helix stabilizing
SPED tetrapeptide as is clearly visible for P1E and P1K.40,58,59

The found TM deviations between different pairs agreed with
sequence – TM trends published by Mason in 2017.49 They
developed an advanced algorithm (qCIPA) to predict melting
temperatures of dimeric CC peptides. However, the predicted
TM values showed signicant deviations from experimental
values presumably because there is still too little experimental
data available tomake reliable predictions for sequence context,
i.e., signicant long-range neighboring effects. Notwith-
standing this lack of data, some long-range core and electro-
static effects could be described that correlate well with our
ndings; for instance, for pairings at a–a0 positions in the
hydrophobic core, a NN–II–NN–II pattern was more stable
compared to an II–NN–II–NN packing (DTM z 20 �C). We
observed a DTM of 13 �C for the two pairs in our set with these
patterns, resp. P3EK and P4EK. Regarding electrostatic interac-
tions, they found that pairs with uniform charge patterns (i.e.,
same charge at e–e+1 or g–g+1 residues) usually have a higher
TM due to increased inter-molecular attraction between both
helices. Our peptide set shows a similar overall trend: the P1EK
pair has a uniform charge pattern and showed the highest TM;
P2EK, P3EK and P4EK have incremental charge alterations in
their electrostatic pattern which correlates well with the found
decreases in TM. The experimental data of our CC peptides can
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
thus be used to further train and improve TM predictive
algorithms.
CC formation of the hybrid E3/P1K peptide pair

The quaternary structure of the unexpected hybrid peptide
interaction of E3/P1K was investigated with MD simulations and
the thermodynamic data was validated with known structures/
deviations. From a design perspective, CC formation between
P-peptides and E3 or K3 is penalized via unfavorable Asn–Ile
pairing in the hydrophobic core, as shown in Fig. 2A. However,
both P1K and E3 have a uniform charge distribution (either
lysines or glutamic acids at all e–e+1 and g–g+1 positions) and are
therefore very prone to intermolecular electrostatic interac-
tions. Despite the dedication to understanding the effects of
buried polar residues in CC assemblies,60–65 there is only ther-
modynamic data available for buried solitary Asn residues.
(yellow), Ile (green), Lys (blue), Glu (red) and Asn (purple).

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792 | 13785



Table 2 Apparent concentration of membrane embedded peptides at
1 mol% functionalization

Peptide Length (nm)a App. conc. (mM)b

CPeg4 (P) 5.3 3593
CPeg12 (P) 8.4 2530
CPeg8 (E3/K3) 6.2 3208
Solvation shellc 11.08 2000

a Calculation of peptide length available in ESI. b Apparent peptide
concentration of membrane embedded peptides in a solvation layer
around the liposomal membrane with a thickness equal to the
peptide length. c The volume of a layer with a thickness of �22 nm
centered at the liposomal membrane gives a 2 mM peptide
concentration.

Fig. 3 Change in peptide helicity in the absence and presence of
liposomes relative to helicity found for solvated peptides at 40 mM.
Measured conditions: 200 mM in PBS (squares), acetylated peptides in

Chemical Science Edge Article
Vinson found that the penalty in binding energy for a mis-
matched a-positional Asn–Ile pairing, which occurs in an
assumed E3/P1K CC formation, is close to 2 kcal mol�1.66,67 We
found a binding strength difference (DDG37) around
4.7 kcal mol�1 between P1E/P1K or the mismatched pair E3/P1K.
This value correlates very well with a double Asn–Ile mismatch
and the shorter three heptad repeat of E3.

However, MD simulations painted a different picture of the
heterodimeric interaction. Two different CC congurations
were analyzed: a parallel CC conformation and an antiparallel
CC conformation. The parallel conformation was found to be
the most stable conformation, highlighted by the switching of
the initial antiparallel conformation to a parallel conformation
during the 0.6 ms simulation (Fig. S15†). Surprisingly, regardless
of the initial CC conguration, both Asns were not buried in the
hydrophobic core but interacted with, on average, 5 solvent
molecules, as shown in Fig. 2 and S16.† Asn solvation was
enabled by a rotation of the P1K helix by 50� while maintaining
the helical pitch, thereby incorporating the relatively
hydrophobic g position Lysine residues into the hydrophobic
core, as shown in Fig. 2A. The designed Lys–Glu electrostatic
interactions are still stabilizing the CC formation on one side of
the helix, but they are broken on the other side of the hydro-
phobic core due to the rotation of the helix. This rotation
resulted not only in a change in the heptad repeat register, but
also revealed that the Lys residues participated in the knobs-
into-holes (KIH) packing of the hydrophobic core, as revealed
by SOCKET68 (a full analysis is available in the ESI†). In short,
the rotation of P1K and the seven-amino acid length difference
between E3 and P1k caused a shi in the heptad repeat of P1K
from ‘KNAALKE’ to ‘ALKEKNA’ (gabcdef), presumably to
accommodate the two mismatched Asn residues, which were
designed to be at position a. Due to this shi these residues are
now at the solvent exposed e position, which allows them to
make stabilizing hydrogen bonds with water molecules. The two
remaining Ile residues of P1K thus also moved into the solvated
e position but only Ile 2 becomes solvent exposed, and Ile 23 ts
loosely between two Leucine residues. Therefore, the CC
conformation appears to prefer one solvent exposed Ile residue
and d positional Lys residues over two unpaired, buried a posi-
tion Asn residues. This arrangement would also explain the
negligible CC interaction of the oppositely charged hybrid pair,
P1E/K3, (% DH of only 13%) because a similar tight knobs-into-
holes packing would lead to d positional Glu residues which are
far less hydrophobic than Lys residues. Thus, although this
hybrid mismatched CC pair E3/P1K does indeed possess the type
of KIH packing one would expect for dimeric CCs, the MD
simulations suggest an interesting shi of the heptad repeat
assignment of P1K leading to d position Lys,64 a position Leu,
and e position Ile/Asn residues. A parallel dimeric CC confor-
mation with this particular pattern is unprecedented to our
knowledge.68
the presence of liposomes (up-triangles) and peptides tethered to
liposomes with a CPeg4 anchor (down triangles) and a CPeg12 anchor
(diamonds). [Total lipid] + [AcP]¼ 1 mM+ 40 mM. [Total lipid] + [CPegP]
¼ 0.5 mM + 5 mM, PBS pH 7.4, 20 �C. Lipid composition ¼ DOPC/
DOPE/cholesterol 2 : 1 : 1. Error bars represent 5% concentration
deviation and spectral noise.
Structure of membrane tethered peptides

Membrane immobilized peptides experience a much higher
local concentration than solvated peptides; for example, the
13786 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792
standard 1 mol% peptide functionalization of liposomes (500
mM lipids, 5 mM peptide) gives a local peptide concentration in
the range of 2 to 4 mM which is two orders of magnitude higher
than the standard concentration used for solvated peptides (40
mM), as shown in Table 2. To investigate whether the increased
local concentration affects the lipopeptides' preferred confor-
mations, CD spectra of peptide functionalized liposomes were
recorded with CPeg4Pn and CPeg12Pn derivatives and compared
to spectra of solvated peptides in the absence and presence of
liposomes (Fig. 3). The well described helical characteristics of
membrane tethered peptides E3 and K3 are included for
comparison.40,41,69

A few signicant effects are clearly visible. Firstly, the % H of
most N-acetylated peptides did not change signicantly upon
a ve fold concentration increase from 40 mM to 200 mM, only
AcP4E tends to homooligomerize at 200 mM like AcK3 (% DH ¼
+20). Also, none of the P-peptides had a signicant % DH in the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Left: Helicity found for CC pairs and individual peptides in the
absence of membranes, [total peptide] ¼ 40 mM, PBS pH 7.4, at 20 �C.
Right: Helicity found for CPeg4Pn or CPeg8E3/K3 membrane tethered
peptides, and the equimolar mixture of liposomes bearing comple-
mentary peptides. [Total lipid] ¼ 0.5 mM, with 1% mol lipopeptide, PBS
pH 7.4, 20 �C. Lipid composition ¼ DOPC/DOPE/cholesterol 2 : 1 : 1.
Error bars represent 5% concentration deviation and spectral noise.

Fig. 5 Membrane fusion assay. Content mixing fusion efficiency of
liposomes loaded with sulphorhodamine B (x-axis) and buffer con-
taining liposomes (y-axis), as a function of lipopeptide derivative, after
30 min. [Total lipid] ¼ 0.1 mM, with 1 mol% lipopeptide in PBS pH 7.4,

Edge Article Chemical Science
presence of liposomal membranes. Therefore, acetylated P-
peptides do not possess spontaneous membrane interactions
like AcK3. Furthermore, membrane tethering of P-peptides with
CPeg12 spacers did not affect the peptide helicity except for
again CPeg12P4E (% DH ¼ 20). Because this % DH is similar to
the value found for AcP4E at 200 mM we suggest that CPeg12P4E
forms homo-oligomers due to the high local concentration of
lipopeptides (2 mM). Homo-oligomerisation of membrane
tethered peptides was also found for CPeg8E3 with a % DH
around 25. In contrast, membrane immobilization of P-
peptides with the much shorter CPeg4 spacer induced struc-
tural changes for all derivatives but CPeg4P1E. The found hel-
icity increase shows that the limited degrees of freedom of the
CPeg4 spacer forces most peptides in more helical structures
and only P1E was not affected by membrane immobilization.
This peptide adopted random coils under all tested conditions,
most likely due to its polyglutamic nature–glutamic acid
accounts for 30% of the sequence and the peptide has a �10
charge at pH 7.4.

Membrane immobilized peptides can adopt two different
conformations with similar overall helicities: membrane-
interacting a-helices and membrane tethered homo-
oligomers. These two conformations are impossible to resolve
from isothermal CD spectra, but they have different unfolding
behavior due to 1st and 2nd order processes.42 Thus, thermal
unfolding curves of membrane tethered CPeg4Pn peptides were
recorded at different concentrations to distinguish between
these two secondary structures. (Fig. S7–S11†) The obtained
thermal unfolding curves show distinct proles for various
peptides. Firstly, CPeg4P1K and CPeg4P3K show an increased
helicity even at 60 �C suggesting membrane immersed confor-
mations, because homodimers would have been mostly disso-
ciated at this temperature.42 As discussed above, peptide P1K is
the only P-peptide with Lys residues at all e and g positions,
enabling a stable membrane immersion with help of the
‘snorkeling’ mechanism as was reported for peptide K.40

Secondly, CPeg4P2E, �P3E and �P4E show increased helicities
at room temperature but similar helicities at 60 �C compared to
their N-acetylated derivatives, which indicates the formation of
homo-oligomers. Surprisingly, we observed a third and very
unexpected structure for membrane tethered a-helical peptides
at membrane functionalizations $2 mol%: b-sheet like struc-
tures were found for the lipopeptides CPeg42K and CPeg44K
(Fig. S6†). The melting curves of these peptides support the
observed b-sheet formation with a very low temperature
dependency. The sequences of these two peptides do have
a specic characteristic which could be stabilizing b-sheet
formation at very high concentration; the hydrophobic pattern
and electrostatic pattern overlap perfectly with K & I and E & N
in each heptad. We did not further investigate this sequence–
structure relationship since b-sheet formation only occurred at
increased peptide concentrations, less relevant for membrane
fusion, although concentration induced conformational
changes between a-helices and b-sheets is a very interesting
topic to study. Thus, membrane tethered CC peptides can adopt
vastly different conformations due to high local concentration
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
depending on charge and hydrophobicity patterns in the
peptide sequence.
CC formation of lipopeptides

The rst step of the fusion process is the docking stage, when
supramolecular recognition by the fusogen forces opposing
liposomes into close proximity despite the charge repulsion of
their negatively charged membranes. In our model system,
docking of liposomes is facilitated via CC formation of
complementary peptides tethered to opposing liposomes. An
24 �C. Lipid composition ¼ DOPC/DOPE/cholesterol 2 : 1 : 1.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792 | 13787
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important characteristic to quantify is the ability of the PnEK
pairs to form a CC conformation and exert enough force on both
liposomes to overcome their charge repulsion. Thus, liposomes
functionalized with complementary peptides were mixed and
the recorded helicity values before and aer mixing are shown
in Fig. 4 (full spectra available in Fig. S12†). The extent of CC
binding of peptides tethered to opposing liposomes varied
signicantly between the six CC peptide pairs. Liposomes
decorated with lipopeptide pairs P2EK, P3EK, E3/K3 and E3/P1K
showed strong minima at q222 and q208 and signicant % DH
upon mixing, demonstrating a signicant coiled-coil interac-
tion. In contrast, low helicity values (<40%) were observed for
mixtures of liposomes decorated with peptide pairs P1EK and
P4EK indicating the absence of strong or persistent CC
interactions.

Content mixing assay. A successful liposomal fusion event is
usually dened as leakage free content mixing of two liposomes.
We used a quantitative content mixing assay for populations of
small liposomes by encapsulating the water-soluble dye sul-
phorhodamine B.36,70,71 This dye has self-quenching properties
at increased concentrations, and dilution caused by fusion
results in relief of self-quenching and an increase in uores-
cence. Therefore, one batch of liposomes bearing peptide
CPeg4Pn was loaded with 20 mM sulphorhodamine B in PBS,
and mixed with peptide CPeg4Pn-, CPeg8E3- or CPeg8K3-deco-
rated buffer-containing liposomes. The uorescence increase
was followed for 30 min, aer which in general a plateau was
observed. In these experiments, CPeg4 functionalized P-
peptides and CPeg8 functionalized E3/K3 peptides were used
to account for the shorter peptide length of E3/K3 compared to
P-peptides; also, CPeg8E3/K3 is more fusogenic than CPeg4E3/
K3.30 As shown in Fig. 5, uorescence increase was only observed
with a few CC peptide combinations: Efficient fusion of lipo-
somes (>30% content mixing) was obtained when cholesterol
anchored CC pairs P2EK, P3EK, E3/P1K, and E3/K3 were used as
fusogen (full traces available in Fig. S13†). Liposomes func-
tionalized with the lipopeptide pair P1EK or combinations of
lipopeptides Pn and K3 yielded between 10% and 25% content
mixing while fusion was absent when the lipopeptide pair P4EK
Fig. 6 Left: Content mixing efficiency of peptide fusogens in a liposomal
to helicities of peptide functionalized liposomes after mixing and are a
efficiency as a function of the found helicity of bothmembrane tethered p
comparison with the highly fusogenic hybrid E/1K pair. All error bars inclu
% fusion errors were obtained by standard deviation with n ¼ 4 and % h
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or non-complementary lipopeptides were tried as fusogens.
Control experiments showed only 10% leakage for the E3/P1K
fusogen and negligible leakage for the P2EK and P3EK fusogens;
and fusion between peptide functionalized liposomes and bare
liposomes was absent. The negligible uorescence increase for
75% of the tried peptide combinations and the very small
amounts of leakage we previously found for the highly fuso-
genic E3/K3 pair29,72 further show that peptide functionalized
liposomes are rather stable, do not burst over the course of the
experiment, and that our liposomal fusion assay does not suffer
signicant leakage during the actual fusion process regardless
of the used peptide fusogen. Four different fusogenic effects are
easily recognized: rst of all, it is evident that amphipathic
peptides can be fusogenic and that efficient fusion only occurs
when liposomes are functionalized with complementary CC
forming lipopeptides. The observed lack of fusion with CPeg4-
P4EK functionalized liposomes agrees with the inability of this
complementary peptide pair to initiate even liposomal docking
as shown in Fig. 3. Secondly, the negligible fusion efficiency
found for non-complementary CPeg4Pn lipopeptides illustrates
that a set of orthogonal CC peptides maintain their partner-
selectivity even when tethered to liposomes. Thirdly, the
hybrid CPeg8E3/CPeg4P1K peptide pair is even more efficient in
mediating fusion than the designed CPeg8E3/CPeg8K3 fusogen
(67 � 9% vs. 50 � 5% content mixing), despite its rather low KF.
And nally, the high fusogenic activity of the positively charged
amphipathic K3 peptide is evident here by the observed fusion
efficiencies of �20% regardless of the peptide functionalization
of opposing liposomes except E3, P1E and P4K.
Structure–activity relationships of peptide fusogens

Besides these four clear fusogenic effects, further analysis of the
peptide structure revealed a deeper understanding of preferred
peptide conformations and fusogenic efficiency as shown in
Fig. 6. In general, peptide pairs with higher helicities before
fusion reach higher fusion efficiencies, suggesting that fusion is
enhanced by pre-formed helices and oligomer formation. This
agrees with our recent nding that peptide K3 becomes more
fusion assay as a function of KF of the peptide pair. Colours correspond
measure for the extent of liposomal docking. Right: Content mixing
artners before mixing. The non-fusogenic hybrid 1E/K pair is shown for
de a 5% concentration error; KF errors arose from the fitting procedure,
elicity errors represent spectral noise.
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fusogenic by stapling, which increased its helicity and caused
CC accumulation around the fusion interface.72 Interestingly,
a reverse relationship is clearly visible between fusion efficiency
and KF of all fusogens except for P4EK. Therefore, CC binding
strength of the fusogens in our system can not be the main
driving force of CC peptide mediated fusion, as was hypothe-
sized earlier.31

We also hypothesized previously that the high efficacy of the
E3/K3 fusogen is caused by the characteristic membrane desta-
bilization of lipopeptide K3.40 The natural SNARE-protein was
also shown to lower the fusion energy barriers by applying
mechanical stress to the connected membranes during crucial
intermediate stages.5,73 For the CPeg4Pn peptides, CD
measurements suggested peptide-membrane interactions for
only P1K and P3K, which correlates very well with the high
fusion efficiency of CPeg8E3/CPeg41K and CPeg4P3E/CPeg4P3K
supporting this hypothesis. These two peptides, P1K and P3K,
are the only P-peptides having lysine residues at the e and g
positions of the 2nd and 3rd heptad, suggesting that positive
charges at these positions enhance the membrane interaction
and the fusogenic activity.

Since the P2EK fusogen did not interact with its supporting
membranes it is very likely that the fusion process with these
peptides is mainly driven by the force released upon CC forma-
tion of the fusogen. The very close apposition of both liposomes
in the docking state initiates the fusion process without further
inuence of the fusogen. This agrees with the moderate 40%
fusion efficiency reached aer 30 min. Many other synthetic
fusogens who typically did not disturb their supporting
membranes were found to solely facilitate docking of liposomes
and never reachedmore than 40% fusion efficiency under similar
conditions.44 This suggests that higher fusion efficiencies can
only be reached with additional membrane disturbing effects
caused by, for instance, membrane composition,74 or peptide–
membrane interactions. However, the fusogenic efficacy of
membrane disturbing peptides can be hampered by a subop-
timal membrane anchoring as even the highly fusogenic E3/K3

peptide pair could only reach 20% fusion efficiency when DOPE
was used as the membrane anchor or when cholesterol-peg4
linkers were applied.30

Comparison of the CPeg4P1E/CPeg4P1K and CPeg8E3/CPeg4-
P1K pairs revealed the remarkable inuence of the partner-
peptide on the efficiency of the fusion process. Both ‘E’ like
derivatives, CPeg4P1E and CPeg8E3, are negatively charged
peptides but their preferred secondary structures differ vastly.
CD spectra of CPeg4P1E showed a random coil conformation
while CPeg8E3 was found in a predominantly homodimeric CC
conformation at room temperature.41 The peptide helicity
increased to only 40% upon mixing of CPeg4P1E and CPeg4P1K
functionalized liposomes while a mixture of CPeg8E3/CPeg4P1K
functionalized liposomes showed 60% helicity. The larger hel-
icity increase of the E3/P1K fusogen seemed to contradict its
much lower binding strength compared to P1EK, but we suggest
that the highly ordered structure of CPeg8E3 over CPeg4P1E
increased the peptide availability and enhanced the CC forma-
tion despite the lower KF. Secondly, fusion efficiencies of the 4
possible lipopeptide combinations follow the order E3/P1K > E3/
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
K3 > P1EK > P1E/K3. Thus exchanging the ‘E’ peptide from E3/P1K
to P1E/P1K has a bigger inhibitive effect on fusion than
exchanging the ‘K’ peptide from E3/P1K to E3/K3, illustrating the
importance of pre-fusion CPeg8E3 homodimer formation.
Furthermore, the absence of any signicant interaction between
P1E and K3 (the oppositely charged hypothetical hybrid pair)
shows that the hybrid interaction is not primarily based on
electrostatic attractions and CC formation, corroborating the
conformation bias of prefolded E3 homodimers. Thirdly, visible
aggregates of liposomes were only observed when CPeg8E3/
CPeg4P1K was used as the fusogen, as was also observed for
CPeg12E3/CPeg12K3 (ref. 30) (Fig. S14†). However, aggregation of
liposomes was not observed when CPeg42EK, CPeg43EK and
other pairs were used as fusogens. If this liposomal aggregation
was only caused by CC formation, aggregation should have been
visible for at least the P2EK and P3EK lipopeptide pairs since they
have a higher KF and a similar %H upon liposomal docking as
CPeg8E3/CPeg4P1K. As the affinity of E3/P1K is the lowest among
all used peptide fusogens, this is highly unlikely and we suggest
another explanation of this particular effect. The found KF of E3/
P1K in solution is 2.3 � 104 M�1, which correspond to a folded
fraction (a) of 0.5 at 24 �C and 100 mM. Although peptide
characteristics are affected by membrane tethering, we assume
that the CC interaction of CPeg8E3/CPeg4P1K is sufficiently
strong to induce liposomal docking (as shown in Fig. 4), but too
weak to remain fully folded aer the fusion event. We found
previously that the CPeg12E3/CPeg12K3 fusogen was able to
mediate multiple rounds of fusion due to CC disassembly aer
a completed fusion event; because peptides need to be available
to initiate consecutive docking states. So we suggest that the low
KF of E3/P1K causes partial CC disassembly aer a completed
fusion event, increasing the peptides' chance to initiate a next
round of fusion. Also, the uorescence increase showed no
plateau like other fusogens, suggesting that the fusion process
does not stop aer one round. Therefore, we theorize that the
very high fusion efficiency of this hybrid peptide pair is caused
by the unique combination of an enhanced availability of the
homodimer CPeg8E3, the apparent membrane interaction of
CPeg4P1K and the well-balanced strength of the heterodimeric
CC interactions, which all can be probed in further studies.

Conclusions

This study demonstrated the fusogenic activity of a small library
of lipidated orthogonal CC peptides. Interactome analysis of the
four PnEK pairs with the known CC pair E3/K3 revealed one
major cross-pair interaction between P1K and E3. All six CC
interactions were found to be heterodimeric CCs with KF's
ranging from 104 M�1 to 108 M�1. The hybrid CC interaction E3/
P1K is destabilized by two Asn–Ile mismatches, which are rare
for stable CC conformations, but the associated energy penalty
is in agreement with literature. However, MD simulations sug-
gested the formation of a parallel heterodimer with buried
Lysines and fully solvated Asn residues, resulting in a shied
heptad repeat register.

Efficient content mixing was found between liposomes
functionalized with the lipopeptide pairs P2EK, P3EK, and E3/
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13782–13792 | 13789
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P1K. Examination of peptide structure and fusogenic efficiency
revealed that lower KFs enhance the fusion process to a certain
extent, contrary to earlier hypotheses, most likely by increasing
peptide availability for consecutive fusion events. Furthermore,
fusogens with explicit asymmetric roles were found to be highly
fusogenic. The roleplay of the fusogen is dened by peptide
conformations of membrane tethered peptides before the
fusion event. The preferred conformation depends on the
precise patterns of electrostatic and hydrophobic residues and
the spacer length; in this set of eight similar CPeg4Pn peptides,
we found a random coil (P1E), three CC oligomer forming
peptides (P2E, P3E, P4E), two membrane interacting a-helical
peptides (P1K, P3K), and surprisingly, two peptides in a b-sheet
conformation (P2K, P4K). Notably, CPeg12 spacers were in
general too long to curtail the peptides' structural freedom.
Thus, the roleplay could be clearly identied for the efficient
fusogens P3EK and E3/P1K (and the described E3/K3): An ‘active’
role with a membrane interacting peptide ‘K’, and a ‘passive’
role with a highly accessible and very helical peptide ‘E’
homodimer. These distinct peptide conformations were not
observed for fusogen P2EK. We assume this peptide pair medi-
ated fusion by ‘forcing’ opposing liposomes together, thereby
reaching lesser fusion efficiencies than the roleplaying
peptides. The peptide pairs P1EK and P4EK were found to be only
slightly fusogenic because they were not able to efficiently form
CCs between opposing liposomes and initiate their fusion.

The high efficiency and the absence of non-specic fusion
events of the P2EK, P3EK, and E3/P1K fusogens makes these
peptides useful candidates for the development of both
programmable liposomal fusion assays13 and partner specic
liposome–cell fusion assays.35,36 Furthermore, this research
bridged the gap between peptide mediated liposomal fusion
model systems and supramolecular self-assembly of peptide
functionalized building blocks and aids de novo peptide design
by unravelling multiple important sequence–structure rela-
tionships of CC-forming peptides.
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